Dear Zebras (and parents/carers);
We find ourselves starting another half term apart….that makes me very sad because I miss you all so very much. I hope you have had a great half
term….relaxed and played lots and got out in the beautiful sunshine we were lucky enough to have.
Now that we are back thinking about school, I am sending you some more work to keep you busy, keep your brains active and keep your learning ticking over.
It will be uploaded to the school website weekly or fortnightly (not the game…sorry….that means 2 weeks at a time).
MATHS:
We will continue to use the White Rose homelearning. In most cases, there is 4 lessons and then a Friday Challenge on the website. For Friday, feel free to
try the challenge or use this day to have a longer concentrated effort on your times tables with TT Rockstars, Hit the Button, on paper like we would have at
school or any way you like. For the main lessons, sometimes you will link to it through the website as normal for the videos and find the worksheets on the
Kymbrook Primary school website. Some unit completely repeat themselves, for these weeks, I will attach a covering planning sheet on the website that you
can use to link directly to the videos – don’t worry it will be clear in the weekly planning grids when to do this. YOU CAN CHOOSE, if it is easier to get to and
you want some revision (because that is also good practice), you can just use the website but you will have to find the correct worksheet on the White Rose
site to go back to. I would advise that you try the new stuff.
ENGLISH:
For the English, there is a link to online lessons and activities for you to do. Keep reading daily or as often as you can….even to a grown up if possible.
SPELLINGS:
For the spellings, there is a fun website for learning spellings with different levels to work through. You need to register and get a code but it is fairly simple.
If you would prefer, I will include the weekly spellings we would have done in class - you can choose whichever you find easier to manage as either will be
helpful to your learning….or do both if you really want a challenge and love to practice words!!
TOPIC:
Please feel free to continue on with your topic menu if you haven’t finished it yet but each day there is also a topic subject area activity to do. You DO NOT
need to do these in the order I have put them in. Please feel free to try them on any day in any order you like.

IMPORTANT NOTE:
Please feel free to use the year group you are in but if you are working more independently because the grown ups at home need to get on with their work or
support a sibling, or if you are struggling, you can always use the work for the year below. It will still be good for your learning progression and in these
unusual times when we as teachers are not there to guide and support your learning at school, I don’t want any of you to get down on yourselves because
working at home may be harder than when we are together. When we are back together, we will make up for any gaps TOGETHER!

***The first week is on the website now and the 2nd week for 8.6.20 will appear soon.
I love hearing about all your wonderful learning so keep it coming in. I will include all the pictures and information I have received over half term in the next
weekly newsletter but I hope to be in contact with you in this coming term in a more visual way.
REMEMBER, my lovely Zebras…also, continue to do all the wonderful things for your physical and mental health…EVERYDAY, try to:
- Be active
- Get fresh air
- Do something quiet, calm and relaxing

Stay safe, stay strong and keep smiling! Love to you all always, Mrs. Morgan 



